The extensive network of parks and trails in the Shuswap Region have been made possible through the collaborative efforts of many land managers and trail stewards working together. Please refer to the Shuswap Trail Guide for details of the organizations involved in creating these trail experiences in the Shuswap.

For detailed information about these trails, or to report trail issues visit: www.ShuswapTrails.com

We recommend this map be used with the Shuswap Trail Guide, which can be found at local visitor centres or online at: www.ShuswapTourism.ca

For detailed information about these trails, or to report trail issues visit: www.ShuswapTrails.com

We recommend this map be used with the Shuswap Trail Guide, which can be found at local visitor centres or online at: www.ShuswapTourism.ca

Please refer to the Shuswap Trail Guide for details of the organizations involved in creating these trail experiences in the Shuswap.